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            The homestead cat

            
                                                            


            
                By Jackie Clay-Atkinson
We have had at least one cat in our home ever since I was a young child. So it’s no wonder we...            
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            Where our farm animals come from
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            Khaki Campbell ducks — The other egg layer
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            Finding, buying, milking, and living with the family milk cow
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            Home Dairying
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                Foraging for wild berries
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                Vinegar — A splash is all you need for healthful eating, natural healing, and sparkling home
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                Circle of friends
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                Earning money from home
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                Water: a safe supply when you’re off the grid
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                An Introduction to Small-Scale Home Hydroponics
                
                                        
                                                                    
                

            


        


        
	
 


 


Farm and Garden
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                    Fermenting Chicken Feed
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            Three Raised Bed Designs

                
                                                                                                            


                
                    




By Joe Mooney




Issue #150 • November/December, 2014



When it comes to gardening, almost anything can be used to create a raised bed. Tires, blocks, rocks,...                
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            Pruning Blueberries

                
                                                                                                            


                
                    By Kristina Seleshanko
When we purchased our mountaintop homestead, I was excited to discover four blueberry bushes that were already established on our property. Not...                
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            Use Plastic to Get a Head Start on Corn in the Fall

                
                                                                                                            


                
                    




By Mark and Lynn Klammer




Issue #41 • September/October, 1996



As spring approaches each year, we can hardly wait for the feel of warm earth between...                

            


        


        

 

Americana and History
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                        Oregon Trail preparedness: What supplies did the settlers carry?
                                                                                            


                    
                        





By Don Lewis



Issue #176 • April/May/June, 2019

The year was 1834, a year that didn’t really stand out as all that particularly important in American history. But like any other year, it had its share of firsts. The first railroad tunnel was completed in Pennsylvania and the United States Senate...                    
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                        The vanishing outhouse
                                                                                            


                    
                        




By Tom Kovach




Issue #79 • January/February, 2003



A person recently wrote to a large Midwest newspapers' advice column asking for information about outdoor privies. It seems that this person's family inherited a log cabin from out of the 1930s and it came with no indoor plumbing. Instead there was an...                    
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                        The barnyard scramble
                                                                                            


                    
                        




By Michelle Hampton




Issue #106 • July/August, 2007



Each year during our local county fair, one of the best-attended events happens when farm animals, donated by local ranchers, are let loose in the big rodeo arena. Kids that sign up for the event scramble around running madly ofter the throng of...                    
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            Beekeeping basics


            
                                                            



            
                



<!--
Beekeeping basics
By Charles Sanders
-->




Issue #88 • July/August, 2004



Bees have been managed for their honey production for about 5000 years or so. Especially for the...            
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            Dorper sheep — Revolutionizing the meat sheep industry


            
                                                            



            
                




By Darlene Polachic




Issue #75 • May/June, 2002



If Henry Soderberg's predictions are right, Dorper sheep could revolutionize the meat sheep industry. A South African breed...            
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            Raising Rabbits
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            Broody biddies make sense on the homestead
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            How to butcher a chicken in 20 minutes or less
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            Raising cattle on your own place
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                Lessons learned from an ice storm
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                Food security 101: part 2
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                Fire resistant property
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                Life-saving snowshoes
                
                                        
                                                                    
                

            


        


        
	
 


 
            


            
                

Farm and Garden
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                A Small Space Yields a Big Crop of Garlic

                
                                                                                                


                
                    




By Howard Tuckey




Issue #131 • September/October, 2011



In less than an hour last fall, I tilled up a 4x8 foot garden bed and planted 250 seed cloves of Chesnok and Russian Red garlic. I've been...                


                
                    Read more
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                Starting a Roadside Farm Stand

                
                                                                                                


                
                    





By John Murray


<!--


-->
Issue #158 • March/April, 2016

For country landowners who desire a way to supplement their income, operating a small roadside farm stand is an excellent business venture. Produce which is harvested on a...                
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